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Aristotle and Material Mysticism: 

Process Paintings and Beyond

Ann Dav is

The idea of mystical communion with the stuff of matter beyond the surface of 
appearances seemed exciting intellectually and the idea of aesthetic reconciliation 
with that realm of the real beyond our construct of the real brought satisfaction at 
a more deeply human level. – Eric Cameron1

Although Cameron’s Process Paintings are not as well known as his Thick Paintings, they 
are important works of art in their own right. The Process Paintings come in two sizes. The 
first, squares usually of 48” x 48”, were produced between 1963 and 1968. The second, mostly 
rectangles, date from 1968 to 1972. They reveal a considerable amount, not only about Cam-
eron’s methods of production and materials, but also about his philosophy. I will suggest 
that the Thick Paintings, which followed the Process Paintings, draw a great deal from the 
very methods and theories developed from the experimentation and production of the earlier 
works. Each group of works was conceptual in that, as Sol LeWitt explained, the piece was 
planned out before its execution and was not modified, except minutely, during production. 
This production, highly ritualized and based on precision and repetition, focused on materi-
als rather than on image. The resulting object emerged, having been hidden, to surprise and 
perhaps confound its creator.

Cameron initiated his Process Paintings after graduating from both King’s College at 
Durham University with a bachelor’s degree in art and the Courtauld Institute with an aca-
demic diploma in the History of Art. At his parents’ house in Brandon Colliery, County Dur-
ham, probably in 1959, he returned to attempting to paint still lifes, despairing of being able 
to produce anything that would meet the exacting standards and examples he had discovered 
as an art history student. Like Zeuxis and Parrhasius, he sought perfection.2 Frustrated, one 
day, he decided to erase his most recent effort.

Red, Yellow, Blue on White (type IIK, 1/2” tape) (detail), 1968, oil on canvas, 45.75 x 45.75 cm. 
Collection of the artist. Photo: Kevin Baer, TrépanierBaer Gallery.
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I had been working in oils, and had not spent more that a couple of days on the 
piece, so was able to wipe it down quite satisfactorily with a cloth. Some under-
drawing and preliminary colour still remained, but I was able to obscure it fairly 
completely by rubbing white paint over the still partially damp surface. What 
suddenly struck me was the strange effect of bluish opalescence that resulted from 
the interaction of the smeared paint, somewhat tinted by colours it had picked 
up, and the fragments of darker, drier colour underneath. I was so taken with the 
effect, I decided to experiment. I laid out some pieces of Sellotape (English for 
Scotch Tape) criss-crossing over the surface and rubbed on more paint. I stripped 
off the tape and continued to be intrigued by the results. Two days later, when the 
paint was quite dry, I applied a third layer of white paint through another grid of 
Sellotape.3

In his English Roots book, Cameron records his aspirations for his still lifes and why what came 
to be known as his Process Paintings so appealed to him. “Clear, precise, crisp and fresh” were 
the exacting qualities Cameron demanded of his art. While his still lifes had seemed to him 
to be fussy, messy and indecisive, the Sellotape paintings were the opposite, “betray[ing] no 
amateurish incompetence or fussy indecisiveness.”4 Furthermore, and this is important, the 
qualities of the Sellotape paint surface were very clearly the result of the process Cameron had 
used and thus acted as a strong disincentive to him to tinker with the results, reducing one of 
his problems in painting still lifes, where he was inclined to meddle and correct constantly.

Cameron had become fascinated with the artistic potential of manipulating materials 
in about 1954, when he was a first-year student in Newcastle. Here it was an exercise in 
accidents that turned him towards this emphasis. After having dripped coloured ink onto 
paper and blowing it across the surface to form interlocking spiders’ webs of varied hues in 
a design class led by Miss Dalby, he heard talk of an American artist, Jackson Pollock, who 
“was throwing paint at the canvas.” Cameron was greatly moved by this unexpected assertive 
statement, although he had never seen the original of any of Pollock’s paintings and did not 
until he went to London as a graduate student four years later. Although he came to admire 
Pollock’s painting, as he attests, it was the oral account not the physical actuality of Pollock’s 
art that made such a cataclysmic impact on his understanding of the creative process.5 From 
this minimal verbal description rather than from a studied visual understanding of Pollock’s 
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Installation, Eric Cameron: Works from 
1963 to 2008, April 2008 at TrépanierBaer 
Gallery, Calgary, Alberta. Photo: John Dean.
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radical methodology, Cameron allowed himself to believe “that art could be created simply by 
manipulating the materials of art in a particular way.”6

The first Sellotape painting, modest as it was, suggested an avenue of pursuit. Practical 
considerations soon came into play in the production of further Sellotape works. As the shapes 
between the Sellotape became smaller in subsequent pieces, Cameron found that there was an 
increasing tendency for the paint to run under the tape, which diluted the crisp, clean look 
he so admired. To counter this intrusion, he worked with a stiffer paint and stamped it on 
with a more tightly rolled up cloth, pounding the paint into the canvas, which soon had to be 
reinforced to sustain tautness. It was physically demanding work. Eventually he painted on 
canvas-covered panels of wood and chipboard to address this problem.7

By 1964 he refined his working methods to lay strips of tape horizontally and vertically 
over the surface of a square canvas at intervals equal to the width of the tape. Again it was 
the unseen work of another albeit very different abstract expressionist, Ad Reinhardt, that 
influenced the shape of his support, the square canvas. Cameron records that he had Rein-
hardt’s “late square canvases very much in mind, but they were again only known to me 
through friends’ description.”8 Sixteen of the square canvases, now called Process Paintings, 
were exhibited in Cameron’s first solo exhibition held at the Queen Square Gallery in Leeds 
in January 1967. The catalogue explained:

All paintings are produced by applying paint through a grid of 1” wide adhesive 
tape fixed at 2” intervals horizontally and vertically over the canvas. The minimum 
number of maskings required to produce a complete reticulation of the picture-
surface is two; the maximum possible without duplication is four. The range of 
types of colour combinations is thus limited, and the paintings may be classified 
accordingly.9

M.G. McNay reviewed the show for The Guardian on January 21, asking: “What happens 
if you remove the intuitive altogether from painting and replace it with a closely analytical 
approach, almost a dryly academic one?” Answering his own question, he replied that the can-
vases themselves “range between a black-on-black surface frankly imitative of Ad Reinhardt to 
a jazzy reminder of Mondrian’s ‘Broadway Boogie Woogie.’ Oddly enough, chance plays a tiny 
but decisive part: the qualities of the adhesive tape mean that the ‘squares’ are not all regular, 
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First Sellotape Painting, ca. 1959, oil on 
canvas, 50.8 x 60.96 cm. Collection of the 
artist. Photo: Judy Cheung.
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Sellotape Painting #1, 1963, oil on canvas-
covered board, 52.5 x 76.2 cm. Collection of 
the artist. Photo: Kevin Baer, TrépanierBaer 
Gallery.
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Sellotape Painting #2, 1963, oil on canvas-
covered board, 76.2 x 52.5 cm. Collection of 
the artist. Photo: Kevin Baer, TrépanierBaer 
Gallery.
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Sellotape Painting #3, 1963, oil on canvas-
covered board, 76.2 x 52.5 cm. Collection of 
the artist. Photo: Kevin Baer, TrépanierBaer 
Gallery.
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so that extraordinary internal rhythms are created.” McNay concluded that the paintings were 
very beautiful, a sentiment Cameron definitely appreciated.10

This January 1967 Leeds exhibition clearly enunciated Cameron’s approach to art-mak-
ing, one very close to what became known as conceptual art. But it was well after Cameron 
had initiated and refined his processes that, in the summer 1967 issue of Artforum, Sol LeWitt 
published his “Paragraphs on Conceptual Art”:

In conceptual art the idea or concept is the most important aspect of the work. (In 
other forms of art the concept may be changed in the process of execution.) When 
an artist uses a conceptual form of art, it means all the planning and decisions are 
made beforehand and the execution is a perfunctory affair. The idea becomes a 
machine that makes the art.11

Certainly, much of what LeWitt defined is applicable to the Process Paintings, although Cam-
eron carps mightily at any suggestion that the execution of his work, be that the Process Paint-
ings or the subsequent Thick Paintings, is a merely perfunctory affair. In the Process Paintings 
his execution was mechanical to the extent that the paint application was predetermined and 
he strove to keep the application of paint absolutely even and invariable over all, but to do so 
required a great deal of concentration and even hard labour. However, all the decisions about 
colour and number of tapings were made before beginning the piece, and the very nature of 
the work negated the possibility of decisions of taste and touch being made during execution.

Although the canvases were built on this very limited and rigid methodology, that does 
not mean that Cameron rejected aesthetic decisions, although he preferred to think that his 
concentration on material and methods superseded aesthetic concerns. He explained that these 
works told him, in the clearest possible terms, to “take it or leave it”12 That of course is relative. 
He did leave some, rejecting them entirely. But all that was obvious was not automatic. Cam-
eron certainly was able to choose his colours and he experimented with them, noticing that 
different hues and values in the vertical and horizontal produced forces of differing strength, 
which upset the neutrality of the square. In response he changed format from a square to a 
rectangle, going as far once to attempt to estimate the “relative impact when a combination 
of alternating light and dark in one direction and warm and cool in the other was turned on 
its side.” Painting two rectangular canvases of the same size and shape with the same colours, 
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 Installation, Process Paintings, January 1967, 
Queen Square Gallery, Leeds.
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III(i) IC – 1, 1964, oil on canvas, 122 x 122 
cm. Collection of the artist. Photo: Kevin 
Baer, TrépanierBaer Gallery.
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Green and Green on Pink (type IIIn, 3/4” 
tape), 1969, oil on canvas-covered panel, 
114.3 x 172.7 cm. Collection of the artist. 
Photo: Kevin Baer, TrépanierBaer Gallery.
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simply turning one on its side, he found the visual differences interesting. “The result was a 
long comparatively narrow horizontal rectangle in one case and an upright but much more 
stocky rectangle in the other.”13

He also observed other effects. Like Pollock and Reinhardt he painted his canvases lying 
flat on the horizontal plane; in this case, on a table. Cameron remembers thinking that the 
shifting of Pollock’s canvases from the horizontal to the vertical was one of what he called “the 
great acts of transcendence in art,” for the energies of the thrown paint were “mysteriously 
resurrected into an optical space where the laws of gravity were as mysteriously suspended.”14 
He knew he aspired to a comparable transcendence, but rather than Pollock’s open optical 
space, his idea and ideal for his paintings when positioned in the vertical plane was a solid 
wall. This wall, however, turned out not to be as strong and impenetrable as he had expected 
and hoped. Rather it “heaved and strained to break free of its flatness, and chinks appeared 
between the bricks.”15 When he started his Process Paintings, he thought he knew his materi-
als and thought he could measure and control them completely to produce cleanly the precise 
order that he had predetermined for them in his mind.

Here, then, Cameron was reacting as a traditional materialist, one who believed “we exist 
as material beings in a material world, all of whose phenomena are the consequence of physical 
relations among material entities.”16 Of particular importance in the development of this belief 
has been post-Darwinian science, which seemed to suggest an impersonal ordering of all that 
exists, overarching all space and time. There is something of the stance of human maturity and 
courage in this scientific materialism. For example, the appeal of science for John Stuart Mill 
was that of “good downright hard logic, with a minimum of sentimentality”; it enables you 
to “look facts in the face.”17 However, Charles Taylor, in his impressive book, A Secular Age, 
suggests that such materialism often promotes a feeling of dislocation and despair when we 
are denied fulfillment and meaning by an indifferent universe, a theme explored by the French 
existentialist Albert C. Camus.18

Cameron’s best efforts, both physically and intellectually, did not permit him to continue 
with this philosophy of muscular materialism. Despite his use of very dry paint, despite his 
drawing lines with a ruler to guide his placement of tape, and especially despite his application 
of paint by incessant pounding, the tape refused to lie in mathematically straight lines and the 
paint continued to creep under its block, leaving imperfect splatter and less than sharp edges. 
While Cameron was pleased to experiment within the rigid material limits he had defined for 
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himself, he was less pleased with the imperfections that continued to mar and frustrate his 
vision. “I had supposed, when I started,” he declared, “that I was working with things I knew, 
which were as they appeared to be, and were measurable and controllable.”19 It was as if, while 
shaving conscientiously, he always missed a few stray hairs. Eventually, his ideas underwent 
an important change. Retaining the word “matter,” he shifted its meaning and expanded its 
scope, coming to see his work as “a mediation between material stuffs whose essential mater-
iality was outside the world of seeming-to-be appearances” and “envisaged principles of order 
for them that existed only in my mind.”20

This change, this pairing of material stuffs and principles of order outside the world of 
appearances is based on his reading of Aristotle. Cameron had a considerable background in 
classics. He told me that “I don’t think there ever has been a time since grade school when 
I did not know the names of Socrates, Plato and Aristotle and have a vague idea what they 
stood for.”21 Then, probably when he was an undergraduate at Newcastle in the 1950s, he first 
read Bertrand Russell’s History of Western Philosophy, which, though “a very uneven work, 
… is very good on Aristotle.”22 Some time after, perhaps when studying art history at the 
Courtauld, he first read Gilbert and Kuhn’s History of Esthetics, “which is very good indeed 
on Aristotle’s aesthetics; so good that reading the original does not add much of substance.”23 
When he initially explored the “Poetics,” he was so impressed that he photocopied the whole 
thing in a version with English on one side and Greek on the other, wanting to be sure he 
would be able to get as close to Aristotle’s meaning as possible. For Cameron, “[t]here is no text 
in the whole history of thought about art that carries more significance for me, even in relation 
to contemporary art, than Aristotle’s ‘Poetics.’”24

Crucial in understanding Cameron’s maturing beliefs and his art is an important Aris-
totelian concept, the phrase he adopted from Clement Greenberg and deemed central to his 
practice: “to justify the inevitability of its particular forms.”25 Cameron readily admits that 
he took Greenberg’s expression, his words, but emphasizes that he did not accommodate his 
meaning, for Greenberg, a Marxist, was interested in the social, while Cameron, a humanist, 
was fascinated by the broader concept of structure of the cosmos and how his art might fit into 
a Platonic-Aristotelian concept of form.26 As documented, Cameron went directly to Aristotle 
in his “quest for conviction.”27 Unlike Plato, who divided the world into form and Form, or 
matter and idea, immanence and transcendence, Aristotle conceived of form as a particular 
thing that is not separate from the thing itself, and determined that form is always paired with 
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Red, Yellow, Blue on White (type IIK, 1/2” 
tape), 1968, oil on canvas, 45.75 x 45.75 cm. 
Collection of the artist. Photo: Kevin Baer, 
TrépanierBaer Gallery.
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matter. That which combines with matter as a shaping, purposive element and lifts it out of 
its state of non-being Aristotle calls form. It is real and eternal and very much part of every 
object, always there. It is inseparable from matter, making the world be, giving it life. Form 
in nature is that which gives pattern and character to everything. Marble, matter, has the 
potential to become a statue, form, but a human hand must seize it and put form into it before 
it can realize that potential and become an actual sculpture.

Aristotle divides form into two, distinguishing between “substantial” and “accidental” 
forms, each of which is universal. Substantial forms corresponds to the category of substance; 
accidental forms correspond to categories other than substance. Accidental forms may under-
go change, or be gained or lost, without changing the nature of the first substance. In saying, 
for example, that Socrates is a wise human, human is the substantial form, from which Socra-
tes would not survive if it were changed; while wise is the accidental form for Socrates could 
survive being foolish.

Cameron soon met Aristotle’s concept of “modality,” the difference between possibility 
and inevitability, or potentiality and actuality. The universe, the Greek postulated, was a 
dynamic one, constantly changing, the opposite of Plato’s static view. “Matter,” Aristotle says, 
“exists in a potential state because it may come to its form, and when it actually exists, then 
it is in its form.” All objects, then, even before they come into full being, are potentially what 
they have the capacity of becoming. The acorn may become the oak. The timber of the oak 
may be shaped to make a boat. But a kernel of corn may not produce an oak, nor a rock be 
hewn into a boat. Furthermore, just because an acorn may become an oak, it does not follow 
that it will inevitably do so. External conditions may prevent it. The acorn may fall in a place 
too dry to nourish it, or it may be eaten by a pig. So potentiality does not ensure a thing be-
coming actual.28 In the “Poetics,” Aristotle proposed that the function of art is to imitate, not 
the particular but the universal aspect of life, form, essence and idea, impressed on a mind by 
observation of real life. From this Cameron concluded:

High art is an intimation of the inevitable state of things beyond our specific experi-
ence of the world, and we receive this intimation from the way in which a particular 
poem or painting or piece of music convinces us of the possibilities it raises. Not just 
that it convinces us intellectually of the plausibility of its plot or design, but that it 
engulfs us in the lived experience of the workings of inexorable law.29
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Recognizing that the search for artistic intimation must be done not just intellectually, 
Cameron quotes Sol LeWitt’s urging that “Irrational thoughts should be followed absolutely 
and logically.”30

“Lived experiences” were also very important to Aristotle, the son of a doctor who, 
although from an Athenian family, was brought up in the relative wilds of Macedonia. 
Unlike Plato, whose general preference was for mechanical imagery, Aristotle favoured a more 
biological basis. He believed that bodily attributes are primary and that humans are just a 
part of nature. For example, following a relatively scientific method of observation, he divided 
animals into social and dispersed types, with mankind joining wasps, bees, and cranes in 
the former grouping. The variety and directness of his experiences led him to believe that it 
is inherent in our nature that our mental apparatus be shaped by our experiences,31 a belief 
Cameron shared.

By 1988, well after he had transferred his attentions to his Thick Paintings and abandoned 
his Process Paintings, Cameron determined that “the anchorage of my art is neither in idea or 
image but in the materials of art.”32 But it was those very materials that were not acting and 
reacting the way he thought they would or should. Frustrated, he might have been a child who 
was not able to keep his colours within the lines. He then concluded in a very Aristotelian 
manner that this external material activity was beyond his own internal subjective experience, 
“that its forms are generated outside the realm that embraces external and internal sensations 
alike.”33 Cameron structured his world in three interconnecting realms: external, internal, 
and “the world of appearances.”34 He was setting the meaning of his art, not in the internal, 
personal world of desire and dread, nor in the material world of appearances, but in the 
external unknowable world.

[W]hen I set the basis of my art outside the world of appearances in that realm 
of the unknowable unperceivable forces of nature, I had also intended that my 
art should speak, not with the human voice of self, but with the non-voice of Its 
unknowingness and uncaringness, Its indifference not only to beauty but to every 
human desire and dread.35

French painter and performance artist Yves Klein, in the 1950s, was also visually and intellec-
tually probing the unknowable, the immaterial as well as the material. Klein made his leap off 
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Beer Can-can (724), begun 1997, acrylic 
gesso and acrylic on can of Japanese beer: 
724 half-coats as of July 27, 2004, 19.05 
x 8.89 x 8.89 cm. Collection of the artist. 
Photo: David H. Brown, University of 
Calgary Imaging Services.
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the edge of the flat world by adopting the monochrome, particularly blue, and by rejecting the 
internal pictorial divisions of line and multiple colours. Klein likened his monochrome paint-
ing to an “open window to freedom, as the possibility of being immersed in the immeasurable 
existence of color.”36 For Klein, monochrome blue was a means of evoking the immateriality 
and boundlessness of his own particular utopian vision of the world. At the same time, he was 
keenly aware that pigment is a substance of the earth and devised methods of making paint-
ings of the other three elements: air, water, and fire. Continuing his search “for the realization 
of matter,” he decided “to end the battle” and declared his paintings to be invisible. At the 
Galerie Iris Clert in April 1958, he devised Le Vide, painting the inside of the gallery white 
and leaving it empty. He felt that only when given space would “the invisible become effective 
through the perceptible.”37 Seeking the unknowable, Klein dematerialized his paintings while 
Cameron rematerialized them.

Robert Rauschenberg’s iconic performative art, which proved so decisive for conceptual 
art, is also germane to an understanding of Cameron’s unknowable world, opening spaces 
beyond existing realms. In 1953 Rauschenberg acquired a drawing from Willem de Kooning, 
informing him of his intention to erase the drawing and make it into a piece of his own. 
De Kooning agreed but did not make the task easy, for the piece selected was done in ink 
and crayon. It took Rauschenberg a month to erase it. Once carefully erased, leaving only 
vestiges of ink, crayon and imprint, Rauschenberg put the piece in a gold frame and attached 
an engraved metal label, with lettering by Jasper Johns, identifying the work as Erased de 
Kooning Drawing, Robert Rauschenberg, 1953. While Cameron’s hiding more fully parallels 
Rauschenberg’s activity in his Thick Paintings, in his Process Paintings he establishes a similar 
relationship between the object and the event with the creation of his third space or realm.38 
John Cage explains Rauschenberg’s thoughts. Cage, an important friend of Rauschenberg’s, 
composed for a reading performance, using a mixture of quotes from the artist, daily episodes 
from when they met, talked, or worked, capturing life in its intensity or banality.

There is Rauschenberg, between him and what he picks up to use, the quality of 
the encounter.… Painting relates to both art and life. Neither can be made. (I try 
to act in that gap between the two.) The nothingness in between is where for no 
reason at all every practical thing that one actually takes the time to do so stirs up 
the dregs that they are no longer sitting at the bottom.39
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Both Rauschenberg and Cameron then were interested in the gap between the two, in stirring 
up dregs.

By not setting his art in the “internal, personal world of desire and dread,” Cameron was 
very much a conceptualist, one who adopted a predetermined schema in order to ensure as 
much as possible that subjectivity and personal expression would play little role in his artistic 
production. Like other early conceptualists, he turned the conventional understanding of art 
as subjective visual expression into what he thought would be coldly utilitarian categories of 
information. To achieve artistic work in his third realm, Cameron, like many conceptualists, 
adopted a modified form of self-effacement, more pronounced with the Process Paintings 
than with the Thick Paintings. By 1984, well after he had stopped making Process Paintings, 
he insisted on recognizing a distance between himself and his product, explaining that “I do 
not conceive of my work … as personal activity, but as impersonal objects of the materials of 
art, in which traces of my humanity may be discovered as the agency of its production.”40 Part 
of the problem, for Cameron, was his belief that “the more intense the effort to impose the 
ideal of order on the stuff of life, the more cruel and catastrophic the outcome.”41 This, then, 
exposed one of the fundamental contradictions in his contemporary philosophy: his ordered, 
predetermined concept was at war with the unknowable, unperceivable forces of nature. This 
problem, as we will see, Cameron solved by becoming more Aristotelian in his eventual ac-
ceptance of a broad, impersonal, predetermined goal of perfection and goodness in this world.

Cameron’s recalling of the “cruel and catastrophic outcome” brings to mind Aristotle’s 
contention that the high gifts of philosophers and poets are traceable to their melancholic tem-
perament. Unlike Plato, who enlarged on the distance separating philosophers and imitative 
artists, Aristotle groups them together, claiming that universals are the concern of both, and 
malleability a characteristic of both. For Aristotle, to be highly intelligent is to adapt oneself 
gradually to the particular character of the stimuli. This adaptability is due to the presence 
of wine-like black bile in one’s system, for, according to Aristotle “Black bile is erotic and 
unbalancing in tendency, but it is also … the fire that warms the genius of all gifted souls.”42

In 1992, in an artist’s statement published in the catalogue The Shadow of Self, Cam-
eron explained that, for him, the discrepancy between anticipation and actuality is shown in 
the behaviour of matter.43 The behaviour was unanticipated, uncontrollable, and mysterious. 
He therefore called his art practice “mystical materialism.”44 Perhaps Cameron here meant 
mystical in the sense of spiritual apprehension of knowledge, or information inaccessible to 
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the intellect. His analysis is similar to that of the nineteenth-century American poet Emily 
Dickinson (1830–1886). In poem 668, Dickinson, like Cameron, is starting off with nature, 
not with art, and concludes that nature is way ahead of us in knowledge and understanding.

“Nature” is what we see –
The Hill – the Afternoon –
Squirrel – Eclipse – the Bumble bee –
Nay – Nature is Heaven –
Nature is what we hear –
The Bobolink – the Sea –
Thunder – The Cricket –
Nay – Nature is Harmony –
Nature is what we know –
Yet have no art to say –
So impotent Our Wisdom is
To her Simplicity.

Both Dickinson and Cameron dismiss quite quickly a total reliance on the visual. Dickinson 
then goes on to dismiss the auditory as being completely sufficient as well and concludes that 
nature is harmony, a combination of what we see, hear, and know, a concept close to Cam-
eron’s unknowable nature and close to mysticism but opposite conventional materialism.

Referring to the Italian Renaissance painter and architect Leone Battista Alberti, Cam-
eron noted that painters are concerned only with things that are visible.45 But, following 
Dickinson’s poem and his own recognition of the imperceivable forces of nature, the ability 
to see, the very concept that artists only depict what they see, is then challenged. This ques-
tion of what is visibility has been thoroughly examined recently by the Nobel-Prize-winning 
Portuguese writer José Saramago. In his 1995 novel, Blindness, Saramago tells of an incident 
in which the only sighted person discovered that all the statues in the church have had their 
eyes covered. This caused considerable distress to the viewer and to her husband, whom she 
told, as well as to others who overheard their discussion. The sighted woman proposed that the 
local priest had done this, thinking that perhaps, “when the blind people could no longer see 
the images, the images should not be able to see the blind either.”46 Her husband, an oculist 
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and blind, disputed that notion. But she continued, “You’re wrong, images see with the eyes 
of those who see them.”47 And she concluded that she herself, the only sighted person, would 
become more and more blind because there was no one to see her. This event caused a great 
deal of unreasoned concern among the listeners.

If Saramago writes about the statues that are made blind, the Canadian novelist Michael 
Ondaatje talks about statues that are made to see. In Anil’s Ghost, Ondaatje’s first novel after 
The English Patient, we learn of the Buddhist practice of a painter or artificer painting in the 
eyes of the Buddha to bring “to life sight and truth and presence.”48 This activity is highly 
ritualized, requiring the painter to stand with his back to the statue and colour in the eyes by 
putting his brush over his shoulder and paint without looking directly at the Buddha’s face, 
but rather seeing the face in a mirror held for him. The painter uses just the reflection to guide 
him. Only the mirror receives the direct image of the glance being created. Seeing and not 
seeing are problematic, multi-cultural concerns.

Blindness concludes with a provocative definition of blindness: the doctor’s wife says: “I 
don’t think we did go blind, I think we are blind, Blind but seeing, Blind people who can see, 
but do not see.”49 The distinction between ability and will or Aristotle’s difference between 
actual and potential is what is important. Cameron, trying to see, covers his Process Paintings 
with tape and paint, and then uncovers them to expose the experience visible in the spaces 
around life. To see, Cameron both covers and exposes, unlike the Buddhist artificer who 
simply covers the original material of the statue with paint. His activity of painting, with all 
its unpredictability and surprises, he feels, mirrors and reveals his life.

This revelation is very much, I think, what Cameron aspires for art. In distinguishing 
between science and art, he declares: “Science is concerned with explaining the world, art 
with experiencing it in the aspect of its inevitability,”50 a very Aristotelian concept. In detail-
ing this further in 1984, he notes that all other human activities, apart from science and art, 
are or should be directed toward the attainment of specific and immediate good, some way of 
making the world a better place.

Compared with all of these, science and art are both more far-reaching in their 
implications and more disinterested. Everything is available potentially to the ex-
planations of scientific enquiry, and everything is available likewise to experience 
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within the longer perspective of inevitability. Science and art mutually embrace 
each other and everything else.51

Science and art, seeking knowledge and working for good, are the foundation of his experi-
ential belief.

Cameron’s emphasis on experience is important and similar to that of American phil-
osopher John Dewey (1859–1952). Influenced by Darwinian biology and William James’s 
pragmatism, which accounts for his conception of experience as an interaction with and a 
reconstruction of the environment, Dewey believed that the interests and habits of people, 
their situations, influenced how they chose to live.

For many years, I have thought and taught that experience is an interaction be-
tween the self and some aspect of its environment. Purposeful, intelligent action is 
the means by which this interaction is rendered significant. In the course of such 
action, objects acquire meaning and the self becomes aware of its own powers, 
since, by intelligent control of the environment, it directs and consolidates its own 
capacities.52

Dewey suggested intelligent living involved three components: action, emotion, and under-
standing. When the self is intelligently adapted to his or her surroundings, these three are 
in balance. But, too often, actions are divorced from purpose or meaning; the acquisition 
of knowledge is transformed into the amassing of mere information. On the other hand, in 
intelligent living, facts and principles are so intricately connected with one another that they 
become active agents for grasping meaning and enhancing values. Dewey, an educator, was 
always incensed that school children were not taught practical skills or presented with prac-
tical applications.

Dewey was bringing together things long treated as separate: the mind and body, cog-
nition and viscera. He was particularly interested in reintegrating people with nature, and 
reason with emotion and instinct. Convinced that “esthetic understanding … must start from 
the soil, air and light out of which things esthetically admirable arise,”53 he gave evidence of 
his integrative approach: “The existence of art is the concrete proof … that man uses the ma-
terials and energies of nature with intent to expand his life, and … does so in accord with the 
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structure of his organism – brain, sense organs, and musculature system.”54 Dewey’s theory of 
the natural roots of art, the integration of art and science, come out in a chapter entitled “The 
Natural History of Form” in his seminal book Art as Experience. There, describing the natural 
origin of our interest in rhythm, and linking works of art, the subconscious, and the environ-
ment, he explained, “Underneath the rhythm of every art and of every work of art there lies, 
as a substratum in the depths of the subconsciousness, the basic pattern of the relations of 
the live creature to its environment.”55 And this link of science and art created a climate more 
favourable for art, for the better we understand nature, the more we understand art.56

Again, it is important to see the mature Cameron as an Aristotelian rather than a strict 
twentieth-century materialist. As early as his initial Process Paintings he recognized that he 
had little control of the end results of his art. By 1984 he concluded, “it is simply a matter of 
resigning oneself to the inevitable and letting the work take its course.” And, in fully analytic 
mode – even to the extent of using the passive voice – “No longer is my activity perceived to be 
limited by the properties of the materials with which I am working, but their capacity to fulfill 
their own nature is seen to be constrained by my human limitations.”57 Now, like Dewey and 
Aristotle, Cameron declares:

My methods of painting may be said to continue the processes of nature, in that it 
engages with the actual stuff of the world and uses it to make material objects in 
the world, subject to the same forces that operate on physical reality at large. How-
ever, my interaction with those forces of nature I encounter in my art is also like 
(and to that extent, may be considered to imitate) my encounters with the world at 
large. If it is no longer possible to create a picture that can encompass satisfactorily 
a meaningful section of life, it may yet be possible for the experience of painting 
to be like the experience of life and for that life-likeness to be communicated in 
the work.58

In discussing his square Process Paintings, and very much on his Aristotelian horse, Cameron 
tries again to decipher just what art is. Disagreeing with Greenberg’s contention that art’s 
area of competence is the professionalism of the creator, he posited that the competence of 
the artist resides in the “fact of materially being and behaving in a material world (remem-
bering that the reality of the material realm is ultimately unknowable).”59 Recognizing the 
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Installation, Eric Cameron: Works from 
1963 to 2008, April 2008 at TrépanierBaer 
Gallery, Calgary, Alberta. Photo: John Dean.
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dilemma in which he finds himself, he goes on to say that the challenge for artists today is to 
reveal “that unknowingness which is equally beyond the processes and the object of thought.” 
Furthermore, he acknowledges that the square shape of his canvases, an example of “repressive 
secular or spiritual conformity,” is an attempt to impose intellectual order, but such order can 
only ever apply to that which can be perceived and grasped. “Beneath the ordered surface of 
appearances the rest behaves according to its own necessities within the darkness.”60

Rejecting formal religion, Cameron accepts that the Process Paintings were built with 
the “bricks of religion,” for the square of his paintings signified moral strictures, even if he 
had abandoned his parents’ Protestantism.61 He also recognizes the ritualistic nature of the 
processes he employed for both his Process Paintings and his Thick Paintings. In English Roots 
he goes further, acknowledging that he calls himself an atheist and a materialist to underline 
that he disbelieves the tenets of every known religion, but that he sees in himself “the needs 
which religions serve. The questions that trouble me are of a religious order…. In engaging, as 
a material being, with the stuff of matter in art, I find a kind of reconciliation to that which is, 
albeit that which ultimately is remains utterly unknown to me and utterly beyond my capacity 
to grasp in reasoned understanding.”62

It is helpful to return to Aristotle and to remember how different his world was from 
Plato’s. “Plato posited two worlds in conflict, the terrestrial world of visible but unreal, transi-
tory objects, and the celestial world of invisible but real and immortal spiritual existences.”63 
Aristotle, on the other hand, felt that there is only one world, our present, visible one, which 
is both real and eternal, a permanent combination of matter and form. There is no evidence, 
in fact, to show that a separate spiritual realm exists.

It is within this world, then, that Aristotle finds his God. He is not, like Plato’s or the 
Christian’s God, the creator of the universe. Rather, He is the first principle and final cause 
of the universe, motionless, unaffected by anything outside itself, calm, pure form and intel-
ligence, with no mixture of matter, for where there is matter there is change. One of Aristotle’s 
firmest convictions is that nothing can be produced from nothing, that since matter and form 
now exist, and are in constant motion, they must have always existed. Nevertheless, there 
has to be some first cause of all this activity, and that is God, who does not aspire, for He is 
that state of contemplative life that is serene and most pleasant. Aristotle explained that “The 
actuality is life most good and eternal. We may say that God is a living being, eternal and 
most good, so that life and duration, unbroken and eternal, belong to God for this is God.”64
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Cameron never acknowledges that he accepts Aristotle’s concept of God, but that concept 
is certainly close to what Cameron calls “itness.” “What I believe I experienced in the progress 
of my Thick Paintings is an intimation of the ‘itness’ of the existence of the world, and that in-
timation is mystical, albeit of a material nature: a material mysticism.”65 Cameron draws atten-
tion to Aristotle’s “pivotal opening sentence of the Metaphysics,” the assertion that “all people 
desire to know.”66 Such a desire to know is central to mysticism, a difficult concept, especially 
when paired with materialism. The two are usually considered to be mutually exclusive. But 
it is important to remember that Aristotle, no materialist, only used the word “material” in 
conjunction with form, and it is surely this meaning that Cameron takes. Aristotle, like Plato, 
is keen to disprove the materialists’ contention that the world is a product of blind, mechan-
ical force or necessity. Obviously, the world is faulty because matter, which constitutes such a 
large part of it, is unstable and imperfect. But Aristotle saw evidence everywhere of something 
working diligently toward predetermined goodness and perfection.67

Mysticism, centred on that very desire to know goodness and perfection, is a slippery 
concept. It is not something superstitious or supernatural in the sense of the occult. Rather, 
as the great analyst of mysticism Evelyn Underhill explains, mystics refuse to be satisfied with 
the world of experience and appearance and seek absolute truth. Mystics, she claims,

… have succeeded where all … others have failed, in establishing immediate com-
munication between the spirit of man, entangled as they declare amongst material 
things, and that “only Reality,” that immaterial and final Being, which some phil-
osophers call the Absolute, and most theologians call God.68

The mystic, then, rejects Materialism, the total acceptance of material things as the only real-
ity, Idealism, the concept that the universe is really just a collection of ideas, and Philosophic 
Skepticism, the belief that there is no riddle of reality to solve. People with a certain type of 
mind, those interested in religion, pain, and beauty, seem particularly open to the search for 
a reality beyond the senses, the physical, and the intellectual. Mystics find their independent 
spiritual world, not in logic or sensation, but in life, in the existence of a discoverable real, in 
unity and inevitability.

Union is the ultimate goal of the mystic quest. With union, the self is in a state of equi-
librium, in pure spiritual life, characterized by peaceful joy, enhanced powers, and intense 
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certitude, a being at one.69 Unity too was important for Aristotle. In “Politics” he explains: 
“An artistic representation differs from ordinary reality in that elements which are elsewhere 
scattered and separate are here combined into a unity.”70 Considering the character of God, he 
remarks that in nature all things are ordered and combined in some manner, though not all in 
the same manner. There is a connection. “For all are ordered together to one end.” “Then how 
numbers, or soul or body, or, in general form and the object are one, this no one tells us … 
unless he says, as we do, that the mover makes them one.”71 In the Poetics he praised Homer for 
discerning the truth that the best is one, a unity. The Iliad and the Odyssey, Aristotle claimed, 
“center around an action that in our sense of the word is one, … the structural union of the 
parts being such that, if any one of them is displaced or removed, the whole will be disjointed 
and disturbed.”72 Cameron studied and agreed with this section of the Poetics, referring to it in 
his article “Oedipus and Sol LeWitt,” published in the Divine Comedy catalogue.73 He goes on 
to explain that high art “must present a wholeness that meets us in the fullness of our human-
ity in the process of its making.”74 “Once accepted that mystical reconciliation with itness car-
ries no promise of an afterlife or any of the other all-too-personal inducements of traditional 
religions it is a question only of semantics if we should call that itness God.”75

For Cameron, this fullness of humanity was crucial in defining, not just the scope of his 
art production, but also the execution of his diurnal life. Increasingly self-analytic, he writes 
copiously about his art and about the particular reach of his experiences that touch on the 
rich tapestry of his influences and interests. His range is broad, like a university professor with 
the world as his specialty, for he not only conceives his work – he deems his practice a con-
templative one – but he also fabricates his pieces, unlike some conceptual artists. In fact, the 
production is arduous and protracted, limited only, in respect to the Thick Paintings, by the 
length of the artist’s life. Rejecting a formal religion and almost despite himself, he nonetheless 
increasingly recognized and accommodated a spiritual possibility, itness.76

Although we might find the terminology initially surprising, even contradictory, Cameron 
can legitimately call his practice “material mysticism.” Philosophically, he travelled far from 
narrow materialism and the attendant frustrations evident in the Process Paintings, although 
these gave him his initial interest in materials, his methodology of hiding, and his first efforts 
at objectivity. The Process Paintings also exposed the weakness of an approach that denied the 
validity of the “other,” or “itness,” or transcendence approachable, not through the intellect 
or the senses, but through intuition. Cameron’s continuing close reading of Aristotle changed 
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all this, shifting and broadening his definition of material and allowing the addition of the 
external unknowable world. His touchstone, the inevitability of form, now has substantial and 
understandable meaning. Through Aristotle, Cameron developed a unitive philosophy that 
accommodated both the visible world of the senses and the invisible world of itness.
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